
VIDACASA by PICO Inc
GOING GREEN FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

The long-lasting Lithium Ion rechargeable H1X Hot Cell facilitates powerful heating over 500 uses with battery life of up to 3 hours 
per use. The reusable technology eliminates the need for ongoing replacement of fuel and the potential for hazards such as fire. 
Significant savings are therefore realized on storage, transportation, packaging and emissions.

H1X HOT CELL

PICO Inc. introduces the latest innovations in environmentally-friendly heating and cooling solutions for buffetware. 
The revolutionary VidaCasa line not only provides superior performance, cost savings and increased efficiency – it also 

presents sustainable modernized alternatives to traditional fire and ice. Embrace the future of foodservice today and witness 
the VidaCasa advantages for your hospitality operations... and the planet.

REMOVABLE BATTERY SYSTEM BATTERY RECHARGE DOCK

The removable battery system allows the 
user to replace batteries on the fly for 
longer events, and keeps the Heating 

Plate operational longer!

The easy recharge dock allows 
the user to recharge 6 batteries 

on a single plug, making 
recharging these units a breeze!

1.6lb Battery Replaces 518lbs of Gel Fuel

Lower Transportation Costs & Emissions.

Reduced Carbon Footprint

99.7% Waste Reduction Over Gel Fuel

The small footprint space saving unit easily fits in standard 
buffetware and can be reused over 500 times.

Low energy consumption device meets standards for food 
contacting materials, with no toxic chemicals.

By reusing the same rechargeable device, repeat shipment 
of fuel and related emissions are alleviated.

No more cans to dispose of, fuel spills, or soot and flames to 
extinguish. Enjoy clean surface heat.

=

12 Pack of Batteries Replaces 3 Pallets of Fuel
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Contact your Pico representative to discuss our Battery Recycling Partnership program.
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Don’t sweat the cold stuff... break the ice with the forward-thinking rechargeable C1 Cold Cell. Experience 8 hrs of cooling per use with 
the freezer recharging cold pack that maintains a temperature of -10°C / 14°F, and can be reused up to 2000 times. The sustainable 
alternative saves repeated buckets of ice being carried to the buffet table, and performs consistently cooler.

C1 COLD CELL
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Wet Ice Vidacasa

Temperature

Simple Charging Solution

Cordless & Long Lasting

Recharge the Cold Cell by storing them in a home refrigerator 
freezer for 24 hours until they solidify for optimal usage.

Once charged, the Cold Cells can last up to 8 hours, while 
delivering a constant temperature of 14°F (-10°C).

Imagine a catering solution that heated food instantly, with no electricity and no flame. VidaCasa brings this vision to reality with its patent-
ed Heat Blaster technology. Simply place the Heat Blaster packet into the buffetware, add warm water in the reservoir, wait 1 minute... and 
watch as instant high heat steam is diffused for up to 45 minutes.

INSTANT HOT CATERING SOLUTIONS

STEP BY STEP GUIDE

2 Simply use room temperature water to 
fill each reservoir. This will activate high 
heat steam in 30 seconds to 1 minute.  

3 Place your food pans on the tray, and enjoy 
hot food for 45 minutes. Remove packs 
safely once steaming has subsided. 

1 Place One Heatblaster Pack Into each 
reservoir of your Full/Half Size Instant 
Hot Buffetware.
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Safe and Sustainable

Reusable Buffetware

Water activated Heat Blaster packs offer a clean alternative 
to potentially dangerous fuel and flame solutions.

VidaCasa offers compatible buffetware that can be reused 
up to 20 times, for virtually waste-free components.

Disposable Packets
The HeatBlaster packet contains no harmful biproducts and 
does not produce toxic fumes. It emits water vapor, hydrogen 
and oxygen. Used packets are disposable in everyday trash.


